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Inside this issue: 

J ust a few thoughts on Post 134         

activities for February and into March 

before you quickly move on to Hap   

Chandlers’ true tales and remembrances: 

Concerned about the direction and future 

of the United States?  Too much around 

the clock coverage of politics and         

economics and career politicos scrambling 

your mental outlook on the next 10-20-30 

years?  Brighter days ARE ahead.   The 

American Legion Oratorical Contest at 

Post 134 and District 5 wrapped up.  These 

young teenage orators will give you hope 

for the future and a belief that leaders are 

still being created out there.  Ben Tuttle, 

runner-up (senior at St. Pius X H.S.) and 

Daniel Muehrling, Post 134 winner (senior 

at North Springs H.S.) were compelling.  

Daniel represented Post 134 at the District 

5 competition February 15th.  Thanks to 

Ramon Garcia, Charles Capps, Mike   

Derrico, Todd Copley, Bob Moore, Don 

Teddlie, Sam Steger and John Ottley for 

their efforts to make this happen.    

March kicks off the Boys State recruiting 

season.  Sam Steger is actively looking for 

potential candidates.  Boys State is    

scheduled for June 15-21, 2014, at       

Riverside Military Academy, Gainesville, 

GA.  Qualifications are straightforward: 

rising high school senior and a  3.0 G.P.A. 

Post 134 will sponsor 6+ boys.  We have 

an agreement with Sandy Springs Rotary 

Club to share costs for additional boys.  If 

you have a candidate in mind—grandson, 

son, nephew, neighbor— who would like 

to experience an unforgettable week in the 

company of the group of future leaders 

from across the state of Georgia creating a 

working government in one June week, 

please contact Sam Steger today. 

Yes, the snow and ice did arrive in Atlanta 

Wednesday and Thursday morning just 

before our scheduled Sweetheart      

Luncheon.  Hope y’all were able to    

snuggle down and make the most of a 

white Valentine’s day.  I don’t know if 

there have been weather cancellations ever 

in Post 134 history, but it seemed to be the 

right thing to do this year.  Spring follows 

winter closely in the South and today as I 

write this, it is a balmy, almost 60 degrees.  

Hibernation is over. 

One final request, there is no substitute for 

your personal testimony to bring new 

members to Post 134.  If you have     

someone you would like to see as a    

member, please ask them and bring them 

to a meeting.   

For God and Country, 

POST 134          

ANNUAL       

SWEETHEART 

LUNCHEON 

Due to  

Ice & snow 

 

FEAR NOT THOUGH; 

OUR GUEST SPEAKERS 

HAVE AGREED TO GIVE 

IT ANOTHER GO FOR 

OUR MARCH 13, 2014 

MEETING. 

 

LUNCH 1130 - 1300 

COST $18.00 

 

 

Arnold 
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HAP’S FIRST POND CROSSING 

Topeka Army Air Field (AAF), Kansas 

July 22, 1944 

 

S tanding on the tarmac, awaiting our new      

B-24J heavy bomber delivered straight from 

the factory, you can join me on a journey from 

many years ago.  Our youth was taken from us 

and never given back after this trek was        

complete.  And thank God, we completed it.  Ten 

youthful warriors make up our crew complement.  

The average age was just under 20 years old for 

our enlisted men and the high side of 20 years 

old for the four officers.  The exception was a 23 

year old, and dubbed by the rest of the crew as 

“Grandpa.” 

The trip to Topeka had been preceded by several 

crowded troop trains making various stops for 

training over a three month period.  I had yet to 

meet my crew when I reported with 250 other 

Flying Cadets for initial navigator training.  The 

Pan American Airlines School of Navigation at 

Dinner Key Base in Miami had been contracted 

by the U.S. government to teach a 16-week class.  

I reported during the Christmas holiday of 1943 

and found my roost at the University of Miami in 

Coral Gables, Florida.  Ground school didn’t 

start until January 2, 1944 for Class 44-6.  

Since mathematical ability was one of the most        

important qualifications of a successful          

CHANDLER 
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navigator in determining navigator stanines, the 

heaviest weight was assigned to the scores on 

arithmetical reasoning, dial and table reading, and 

general reading comprehension. Only those       

students with the highest scores in these areas had 

a good chance of completing their training        

successfully, so that their selection became more 

restrictive than that for either pilots or              

bombardiers.  The morale of these students was 

generally good, and many of them looked forward 

to using their training after the war as navigators 

for civilian airlines. 

The chief reason for failure of students in the    

navigation schools was inability to meet basic          

proficiency requirements on air missions. The 

trainee had to demonstrate his ability to navigate 

by day within a course error of 11 degrees and a 

time error of 1 minute per hour of flight; he had to 

navigate during darkness by celestial means, over 

distances up to the full range of the training       

aircraft, to within fifteen miles of his objective. 

The average rate of attrition in specialized        

navigator training was approximately 20 percent. 

Flight training was conducted in the Consolidated 

Commodore, an antique flying boat (by 1944 

standards) used by Pan Am for runs between     

Havana, Cuba and Miami during the 1920’s and 

30’s.  It was said the old bird would takeoff at 70 

Knots Indicated Airspeed (KIAS), cruise at 5,000 

feet at 70 KIAS, and land at 70 KIAS.  A normal 

training sortie was 5 hours and covered only 350 

air miles at those speeds.  With 10 cadets onboard, 

nearly half were airsick when we got back to     

Miami.  By April 22, 1943, I had accumulated 51.3 

flight hours in 10 overwater flights and was     

commissioned a 2LT in the U.S. Army Air Forces.  

Pay went from $75 a month as a cadet, to $250 a 

month as an officer.  It was time to get on the train 

to Colorado for my assignment in another        

Consolidated airplane, the B-24 “Liberator.” 

Peterson AAF was set up for Phase II of heavy 

bomber combat crew training.  After several days, 

I found myself assigned to "Wood's crew."  It was 

with this crew that I would go to England and    

become the “Leper Colony" of the 845th Bomb 

Squadron, 489th Bomb Group, 8th Air Force.  I 

was an outsider at this point because all the other 

guys had been training together for the previous 

two months while I was in Miami, FL.  As        

navigator, I was the missing piece of the puzzle for 

a full crew complement.  I bonded instantaneously 

with Herzick, the very competent copilot; superior 

to Woods in flying skills and leadership qualities, 

and Paul Hamshey, our excellent engineer/gunner.  

Jim Woods was not impressed with a navigator 

just out of cadet school with a little over 50 flying 

hours. Nevertheless, we managed to fly a few 

training missions in the local area.  The planes 

were    “war-weary” and although they were four 

engine bombers, they seldom had more than three         

operating at the same time. The short runway and 

altitude of Peterson AAF was not suited to B-24 

training.  For this reason, I suppose, we were   

loaded on another troop train destined for      

Mountain Home AAF, Idaho.  There was a 10,000 

foot runway located in the middle of the prairie.  

The base was complete with tar paper shacks and 

plenty of dust to choke on.  We flew a few        

missions and then graduated as a combat-ready 

aircrew July 14, 1944, just three months out of 

navigation school.  One more train trip to combat 

via another overcrowded, smelly, ancient troop 

train. 

Topeka AAF was a "debarkation" base for crews 

who had completed training and were alleged to be 

ready for combat.  For youngsters barely out of 

high school, accustomed to bicycles, the future 

looked bright. 

We had the task of "calibrating" our new airplane. 

Several familiarization flights are scheduled to 

make sure all the SNAFU’s are detected and fixed 

before going into unforgiving territory.  A full tank 

of gas and we could do whatever we wanted as 

long as we brought the plane back in one piece.  

Well, that’s when the fun began.  The bombardier 
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decided, despite his 6 foot, 200 lbs. frame, to test 

the Sperry ball turret. Typically the turret is       

operated by the smallest man on the crew.  The 

result was that for two hours, he was trapped in a      

spinning turret and unable to properly evaluate the 

bombsight. This began a series of misadventures 

that were never reported outside the crew.  Our 

pilot was a borderline alcoholic, usually flying 

missions hung over.  He floundered with several 

attempts to set the autopilot, but thanks to the    

copilot, this was finally accomplished toward the 

end of the flight.  My job as navigator was spent 

trying to understand some new instruments: an  

Astro-Compass to track celestial bodies, drift    

meter to help plot the planes ground track, and to 

understand the wild gyrations of the Bendix D-12 

compass.  Meanwhile, the three gunners in the rear 

checked their machine guns.  This cursory         

inspection might have taken as long as twenty 

minutes. They then did what they did best which 

was sleep. The armory gunner was tiptoeing down 

the narrow pathway from the waist to the nose of 

the airplane. For the first time, he was inspecting 

bomb shackles and trying not to fall through the 

bomb bay doors without a parachute. 

Adding to this comedy of errors, the engineer lifted 

himself into the top turret. This would be his crew 

position during combat encounters with enemy 

fighters.  He was not only the smartest of the crew; 

he was very modest about his mechanical abilities.  

In addition, he was a devout Catholic, and his 

prayers were instrumental later in our returning to 

England after each sortie, rather than crashing in      

Germany.  Fortunately, he was well-versed in    

mechanical systems of the aircraft and a solid    

performer.  

For two hours the airplane circled in the clear, blue 

sky over summertime Kansas. The bombardier was 

finally extracted from the ball turret. My          

dead-reckoning navigation proved accurate with 

the final leg of the sortie placing us on runway 

heading at Topeka AAF.  The copilot--with an  

assist from the engineer--managed to land the    

airplane.  

Taxiing to the assigned space on the airfield, our 

plane was shortly surrounded by strangers. They 

helped complete various forms, asked no real 

searching questions, and declared the crew, 

“combat-ready.”  Truthfully, the crew was not 

ready for anything.  However, we began to be    

furnished with new flight clothing, boxes of             

K-rations, various and sundry items deemed     

necessary to our survival: parachutes, “Mae West” 

Life preservers, fleece-lined boots, aviation       

helmets (complete with microphones), all of which 

some genius had determined was needed once at 

the combat theater. Next morning, our aircrew was 

ready, and lined up with other B-24’s for departure 

to Manchester, New Hampshire, the first leg of our 

pond crossing journey. Although the Army Air 

Corp leadership had sealed orders, not to be 

opened until one hour past the U.S./Canadian   

border, there was a feeling we were headed to the 

8th Air Force in England. 

 

Some six hours later, we arrived in New       

Hampshire.  Most of the crew had never been more 

than 100 miles from home until entering the Army. 

As a result, there was constant chatter as the plane 

crossed half the United States, with many        

landmarks below only read about in a book, in 

view for the first time as seen from 6,000 feet.  

Skirting Lake Erie and passing over Cleveland, 

Ohio, added to the excitement.  Somewhat later, 

the beauties of the Hudson River valley were 

viewed with keen interest.  In the meantime,     

navigation was my main concern as I continued to 

practice dead-reckoning and use the drift meter 

that was going to be crucial for what waited on the 

legs ahead.  The pilots could not seem to hold a 

heading within five degrees, which negated all 

math calculations and plotting on the chart for an 

accurate fix of our aircraft. Fortunately, the day 

was relatively clear with landmarks abounded. The 

pilots forgot the navigator's attempts and used   

radio compass instead.  

POND CROSSING continued from Page 3 
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Weather being clear, engines performing perfectly, 

off we went on the second leg to Canadian Forces 

Base (CFB) Goose Bay, Newfoundland and     

Labrador. Shortly after takeoff, the airplane 

crossed into Canada and then the Gulf of St.    

Lawrence loomed. Crossing this body of water was 

the first experience of the crew, a pre-cursor to the 

next day's Atlantic challenge. The Labrador     

landscape was heavily forested with trees and with 

numerous small lakes, remnants of the ice age. 

Eventually, the massive base at CFB Goose Bay 

came into view. In July 1944, this base became a 

vital landing and fuel stop for the Atlantic Ferry 

route to Europe.  

Although we were tired from the flight, the day 

wasn’t over yet.  The navigators and pilots from all 

the ferry crews were shown their way to an austere 

briefing room.  Shortly--to my amazement at  

least-- a terrifying movie began.  It was the routing 

we would fly the next day to Iceland.  These crews 

had never crossed the ocean, let alone been        

responsible for the lives of ten people in an        

expensive aircraft.  The grainy training movie   

portrayed enormous icebergs and the coast of    

Iceland.  Grim indeed was the enormous            

ice-covered vision of Greenland, the only possible 

emergency landing field on the route. The      

emergency field, then called Bluie West One, was 

at the end of a fjord which was entered through a 

narrow opening in the massive ice.  If the          

procedure for emergency landing was not followed 

exactly, aircraft would crash against a granite cliff, 

not a delightful end to consider.  

Having covered the last 1,999 miles with    

ground-based, radio assistance navigational aids, 

the navigator was faced with the challenge of a 

lifetime.  Trained by Pan American Airways, then 

the king of the ocean skies, he had just completed 

slightly more than 100 hours in the air - mostly as 

a passenger dependent on radios and visual      

sightings on the ground.  Now he would be        

following in the tradition of those who had        

successfully transited the treacherous north        

Atlantic.  Visions of the wreck of the Titanic and 

the deaths of thousands in the icy waters they 

would fly over.  Goose Bay was almost 100 miles 

from the Labrador strait.  On July 29, 1944 this 

greenhorn crew departed the coast and began the 

distant flight to Iceland, some 1,520 miles into an 

unforgiving environment, with little hope of      

survival if the airplane went down. 

Visions of the instructor navigators at                

Pan American’s navigation school recurred.  One 

of their speculations was how did Amelia Earhart’s 

navigator miss Howland Island, a speck of      

“terra firm” in the Pacific.  The most likely theory 

of Earhart’s disappearance was that Fred Noonan 

(Earhart’s navigator), turned the wrong way      

attempting to find landfall.  I was worried that the 

same fate might befall me, as the navigator became 

the busiest man on the aircraft.  As the hours 

moved by, I took a sun shot with my trusty sextant 

- it yielded a perfect “speed line," encouraged by a 

fortunate celestial observation.  Once the celestial 

fix was plotted, I assumed the plane was south of 

course and called for a forty-five degree correction 

to the pilots.  For several minutes nothing         

happened but dead silence.  Standing on a box, I 

put my eye into the astrodome and got a view of 

panic in the cockpit. The pilot was not going to 

make the turn.  However, the engineer had taken 

his hands from the wheel and the copilot was  

making the turn.  Twenty minutes later a ninety 

degree turn should put us down track, using the 

sun line - that is if the computations were correct. 

Shortly after the turn, Naval Air Station Keflavik 

appeared on the horizon.  Somehow, all that     

training proved itself true, and a big sigh of relief 

was heard over the intercom of the Liberator.  

Dead-reckoning and celestial navigation had the 

plane heading directly toward the base.  We       

arrived within two minutes of our estimated time, 

and a tired but happy navigator gratefully had a 

fast snack and slept the evening away, rescued 

from extinction.  Sadly, a classmate went down in 

the icy waters with his crew. Like so many times in 

POND CROSSING continued from Page 4 
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the future the HF radio signals of distress were  

garbled.  We could not determine whether the crew 

had encountered a roving long range German   

fighter or ditched because of mechanical           

malfunctions.  There were no survivors so the  

mystery continues until this day. 

 

Bright and early next morning, our crew began 

preflighting our aircraft for the final leg of the 

journey.  There was, however, a problem.  The  

pilot was nowhere to be found. After an hour or 

two delays an MP jeep arrived with our pilot     

hilariously intoxicated and ready for a nap.  We 

accommodated him and put him to bed in the waist 

of the plane. There he remained until awaking at 

RAF Valley, Wales, our destination.  The copilot 

moved over to the left seat as the aircraft         

commander.  Our engineer took the copilot's seat 

and we headed south to our final destination in 

Great Britain.  The flight to RAF Valley was, in 

the vernacular of the Royal Air Force, "a piece of 

cake."  In addition to good weather, there was a 

strong radio signal from Stornoway, an island in 

the far north of Scotland.  Riding the Stornaway 

beacon, we got our first glimpse of our future 

home. The west coast of Scotland was covered by 

clouds; however, the clouds opened over the Irish 

Sea and we were amazed to see the numerous ships 

under way. The Port of Liverpool was crowded to 

capacity with wartime traffic. 

Our boozy pilot had recovered to the extent that he 

could sit gingerly in the pilot seat.  The copilot as 

usual saved the day and we landed smoothly and 

proceeded to a designated spot on the tarmac.    

Almost as soon as the propellers stopped turning 

an entourage greeted us.  Into a truck went our new 

flight suits, flying gear of all descriptions, and then 

the shakedown!  "Any whiskey?"  Our fearless  

pilot shook his head to indicate “No.”  This       

resulted in an order to keep our distance from the 

plane.  Shortly a case of some brand of spirits 

emerged in the hands of a burly military             

policeman.  This called for further pirating of some 

of our personal items - we felt lucky to         

emerge from this robbery with our underwear.  We 

realized that the plane was no longer ours and the 

ferrying job was complete. 

 

What we could only do at this point was to find out 

what there was to eat.  We were taken to a         

rundown mess hall, ushered to a table and served 

our first meal in United Kingdom.  Cold Brussels 

sprouts and a huge pot of tea!!!  How we longed 

for the K-rations we had so summarily dismissed 

during our flight. 

 

This was our introduction to the war and to the 

austerity of wartime England.  
 

POND CROSSING continued from Page 5 

Consolidated Commodore at Dinner Key 

Hap 

F.C. “Hap” Chandler  

Legion member since 1947 

Post 134 member since 1994 

Post 134 Commander 2001-2002  
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Amador Rodriguez (5th District Commander), recently 

approached Commander Wall, wanting to know how 

many Korean War Vets we had in our post.  He had 

several cases of books to be distributed free to U.S. 

Veterans of the Korean War and their families.  The 

South Korean government has provided these books as 

a tribute to saving their country.  If you would like a 

book, contact Commander Wall for your copy.  If you 

have a relative who has served, they don’t have to be a 

member of Post 134 or the American Legion to receive 

a copy.  The book is a 150 page, full color, coffee table 

style publication with plenty of pictures of Korea 

then/now.  We’ll do our best to get more if we run out. 

                                                                - Todd Copley 

 

 

 

 

 

“Korea Reborn: A Grateful Nation Honors War        

Veterans for 60 Years of Growth” is a retrospective 

look at the Korean War and the years of prosperity that 

followed.  The photos and text tell the story from the 

perspective of both U.S. Veterans who served in the 

conflict, and the Koreans who prospered from the   

freedom left in their wake.  Beginning with the events 

that led up to the war, through the ensuing battlefields 

across the Korean Peninsula, and ultimately the     

transformation from a war-torn country into a vibrant,        

prosperous nation, this book encapsulates why freedom 

is worth fighting for.  To this day, the people of the 

Republic of Korea honor those brave veterans who 

served and sacrificed on their behalf.  A reborn Korea 

is one that has risen from the rubble of war to be an 

economic world leader and a prized example of       

how freedom works.  This is a story of a war            

remembered. 

 

Published in cooperation with the Republic of Korea’s 

Ministry of Patriots and Veteran’s Affairs for the  

Commemoration of the Korean War 60th Anniversary. 
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Arnold Wall - Commander 

arcosign10@yahoo.com       678-530-0588 

 

Michael Derrico - SVC  

dragon717@bellsouth.net   404-508-0012 

 

John Ottley, Jr. - JVC 

jkottley2@gmail.com           770-410-1100 

 
    George Hooten & Victor Mahoney 

FOUNDING EDITORS  

 

Todd Copley - Current BCR Editor 

MARCH GUEST SPEAKERS 

HILBERT & HOWARD MARGOL 

 

 

 

Born 10 minutes apart on February 22, 1924, these two brothers 

joined  the Army Reserve, and were called to active duty in April 

1943.  The Army would not allow brothers to serve together in 

the same combat unit so they were separated. However, in the 

case of twins, President Roosevelt made an exception. Their 

mother wrote a letter to President Roosevelt, requesting that her 

twin sons be allowed to serve together and, by order of the    

President, they served together in Battery B, 392nd Field Artillery 

Bn., 42nd Infantry “Rainbow” Division. 

During combat in France and Germany, they were involved in the 

liberation of the Dachau Concentration Camp. The war in the  

European Theatre ended on May 8, 1945, and the twins ended up 

on Occupation Duty in Salzburg, Austria. Both brothers were  

discharged from the Army on April 9, 1946.  They continued 

their studies at the University of Florida and graduated in 1948. 
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